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Abstract

routing scheme based on depth-first search in which
backtracking is required when all forward liiks are
blocked by faulty components. Every message must
carry an information indicating the dimensions already traversed to avoid routing to the same node except when backtracking is enforced. Time overhead required is excessive when the number of faults is small.
A simplified version of the method that tolerates less
faults was presented in [3]. Most of foregoing strategies were designed for packet-switching. Further, the
issue of deadlock freeness was not considered. Lee and
Hayes [13] proposed a different fault-tolerant routing
scheme which is based on the concept of unsafe node.
Message routing is to avoid unsafe nodes which could
lead to communication difficulties or excessive delay.
It does not require each message to carry information
about its routing history. Instead, each node only has
to keep local information about the states of its neighbors. Computing requirement for routing is simplified,
and hence time delay incurred at each node is small.
They showed that the algorithm can route a message
via a path of length no greater than two plus the Hamming distance between source and destination of the
message as long as the hypercube is not fully unsafe,
which is guaranteed as long as the number of faults is
no more than [7a/21 in an %cube.

We investigate fault-tolerant routing which aims at
finding feasible minimal paths in a faulty hypercube.
The concept of an unsafe node is adopted to identily
nodes that may cause routing dificulties. We propose
a set of stringent criteria to reduce the number of faultfree nodes that are labeled unsafe. Routing eficiency
can thus be improved. A n algorithm is presented to facilitate the routing of messages. It only requires each
node to maintain information about its local state,
whereby each node i s in one of four states. The issue
of deadlock freeness is also addressed. Furthermore,
an alternative deadlock-free routing algorithm, which
requires a constant of jive virtual networks in wormhole routing, is presented.

I

Introduction

Recently, hypercube systems have drawn considerable attention from many researchers [2, 14, 151. Hypercube multiprocessors, owing to their regular structure and low diameter, are well suited for parallel processing [9]. Several commercially available hypercube
multiprocessors, such as Intel's iPSC-860 and iPSC-2
machine, have been built in recent years [8].
Processors (or nodes) in a hypercube communicate
with each other via passing messages. Efficient message routing is critical to the performance of a hypercube. A variety of routing algorithms have been
proposed for hypercubes in the past [l, 5, 7, 10, 121.
However, most of these algorithms are not suitable
for routing messages when nodes fail in a hypercube.
Among the fault-tolerant ones, Gordon and Stout [ll]
proposed an approach called "sidetracking" to deroute
messages in a hypercube with faulty nodes. A message
is derouted to a randomly chosen fault-free neighbor
when there exists no available link for advancing the
message. Routing failures may occur although the
probability is low, and excessive message delay may
arise. Chen and Shin [4] developed and analyzed a

In this paper, we develop a routing strategy which
adopts a similar philosophy, in its nature, to the one
proposed in [13]. The concept of unsafe node and its
extension is used in our scheme. A new set of stringent
criteria is proposed to identify possibly bad candidates
to forward a message. The number of such undesirable
nodes is significantly reduced without sacrificing functionality of the mechanism. An efficient algorithm, in
which the degree of unsafeness is used, is proposed to
facilitate the routing function. We show that a feasible path of length no more than the Hamming distance
between the source and destination plus four can always be established as long as the hypercube is not
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fully unsafe. According to our criteria, this condition
is guaranteed if the number of faulty nodes is no more
than n- 1in an n-cube. The isaue of deadlock freeness
is also addressed. Furthermore, we propose another algorithm which requires only a constant of five virtual
networks for wormhole-routing hypercubes.

I1 Preliminaries
An n-dimensional hypercube, abbreviated ncube,
has N = 2n processors (or nodes). Each processor T,
0 5 T 5 N - 1, can be represented by a sequence
of n binary digits (tn-l, ...,t o ) where ti E (0,l) for
0 5 i i n- 1. The bit ti is called the Cdimensional bit
of node T.Two processors are connected by a bidirectional link if and only if the binary representations of
their labels differ in exactly one bit. A link is called an
Cdimensional link, if it connects two nodes that differ
in their i-dimensional bits. A path between two nodes
can be represented as an ordered sequence of consecutive nodes, or equivalently as a sequence of communication links connecting these nodes. The number of
links contained in a path is called the length of the
path. The Hamming distance between two nodes X
and Y ,denoted as H ( X , Y ) , is the number of bits in
which labels of X and Y differ. A path is said to be
fecrsible if it traverses through no faulty components.
A feasible path which has the shortest possible length
between source and destination nodes is called a minimal path.

Figure 1: A 4dimensional hypercube with four faulty
(dark) nodes.
exists. If the message is first derouted to node (1110),
it will next be forwarded to either of nodes (1010) and
(llOO), from which no feasible shortest paths are pot+
eible and another deroute is necessary. This increases
routing delay and makes routing complex. On the
other hand, if the message is first forwarded to node
(0111) from node ( O l l O ) , a feasible minimal path of
length 4, as opposed to 6, can possibly be found.
It would be desirable to route a message through
a feasible minimal path in a faulty hypercube. From
previous examples, it is apparent that there exists a
tradeoff between the amount of information known to
each node and the likeliness for a distributed routing
mechanism to route messages through feasible minimal paths. A natural way of defining the amount
of information known to each node is in terms of the
range of neighborhood of a node whereby the node has
information about the states of all nodes within this
neighborhood [13]. For example, if each node is aware
of the state of every other node in an n-cube, i.e. the
associated range of neighborhood is n,one can search
through all possible routes to locate a feasible minimal
path whenever it has a message to send. This, however, may incur a significant amount of computation
time, and require a considerable size of storage to hold
the information.
In the following, we investigate the design of a faulttolerant routing mechanism for faulty hypercubes.
Each node contains the states of its nearest neighbors
only, a common and natural situation. To facilitate
our discussion, consideration of deadlock freeness will
not be addressed until section IV.

I11 Fault-Tolerant Routing Strategy
. Faulty components may block and delay routing
of messages, rendering a degradation of system performance. Hence, it is important to exploit faulttolerant capability in routing algorithms by taking advantage of the large amount of nodes and communication links in a hypercube. For instance, there are
r! shortest paths between two nodes that are separated by a Hamming distance of r . To illustrate the
routing problem, figure 1 shows a 4-dimensional hypercube with four faulty nodes, whose addresses are
(OOlO), (OlOO),(lOOO) and (1111), respectively. Suppose that a message is to be sent from node (1101) to
node (0000). A feasible minimal path of length 3, such
as (1101,1001,0001,0000), exists in the system. However, if node (1101) has no knowledge of the failures
of nodes (0100) and (lOOO), the message may first be
sent to node (1100). It turns out that the message cannot possibly be forwarded to its destination through
a feasible minimal path. Now consider another case
where a message is to be sent from (0110) to (0000).
It is obvious that no feasible shortest path of length 2

111.1

The Unsafe Nodes

A fault-tolerant routing strategy should avoid routing a message via a node which may lead to no minimal path. The notion of an unsafe node is introduced to indicate a potentially bad choice for a routing function [13]. Obviously, a large number of unsafe nodes will reduce the number of alternative paths
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Theorem 1 In a faulty hypercube, if node A is a safe
node, for any nonfaulty node B , there always ezists
a feasible shortest path of length equal to R ( A , B ) between them.

a message can traverse; flexibility of the underlying
routing algorithm may be affected. Consider a node,
say I , which currently has a message destined for a
node D, and the Hamming distance R ( I , D) is k . If k
equals 2, there are two node-disjoint shortest paths between these nodes, and they are the only such paths.
One can determine the existence of a minimal path
from node I to node D by examining whether the
two nearest neighbors of I which are connected to D
are both faulty or not. However, if k 2 3, the mere
faulty/nonfaulty state information of node I's nearest neighbors is not informative enough in preventing
a message from reaching a "bad" next node as illustrated in previous example. This lays basis for the
following definition.

Proof: Let h = R ( A , B ) . If h is 1, nodes A and B
are neighbors and a link exists. If h equals 2, there
are two node-disjoint shortest paths from A to B . By
the definition, node A, which is safe, has a t most one
faulty neighbor. Consequently, at least one feasible
shortest path of length 2 exists. Consider the case
where h 2 3. Node A has h nearest neighbors that
are on some shortest paths of length h to node B . As
node A is safe, the number of unsafe or faulty neighbors of A is less than three, which means that there
exists at least one nearest neighbor of A that is safe.
Take anyone of these safe nodes, say node I . Apparently, R ( I , B ) is equal to h - 1. Iteratively apply this
procedure to node I and subsequent ones as long as
the associated distance is greater than or equal to 3.
Eventually, one will reach a safe node which is 2 hops
from node B . Borrowing the argument for the case of
h = 2, one can conclude that there exists a shortest
partial path from this safe node to node B , and hence
0
a full path of length h is feasible.
Identification of unsafe nodes in a hypercube is a
recursive operation. Each node exchanges its current
state with all of its fault-free neighbors, and then check
if itself should be marked as unsafe with the latest
state information. Initially, each node contains a list
of its faulty neighbors. At the end of the first iteration, all the unsafe nodes that are due to two or more
faulty neighbors are identified. It takes three or more
unsafe or faulty neighbors to make a nonfaulty node
unsafe afterwards. A simple algorithm for identifying
the unsafe nodes is given in [SI.

Definition 1 A fault-free node is defined as an unsafe node if it has either two or more faulty nearest
neighbors, or three or more faulty or unsafe nearest
neighbors.
A nonfaulty node that is not unsafe is called a safe
node. With the definition, unsafe nodes can be identified recursively in a hypercube. For example, figure
2 shows a 4cube with a fault pattern which is identical to that shown in figure 1. Node (0110) is unsafe as it has two faulty neighbors, namely (0010)and
(0100). Similarly, nodes (1010)and (1100)are also unsafe. Node (1110)will subsequently be marked unsafe
due to the aforementioned three unsafe nodes. Unsafe
nodes are shown with gray filling in figure 2. Message
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111.2

Properties of the Unsafe Area
Before proceeding, let us study some properties of
the structure formed of safe nodes, or alternatively of
faulty and unsafe nodes. The set of safe nodes in a
hypercube is called the safe set. It would be interesting to see if the safe set can be partitioned into
disconnected components. A component in this case
is a subset of safe nodes that are connected among
themselves.

Figure 2: Unsafe nodes (with gray filling) for the 4cube shown in figure 1.
routing should avoid unsafe nodes as much as possible. Consider the previous example where a message
is sent from node (1101)to (0000). By not forwarding
the message t o node (1100)which is unsafe, a routing function can avoid the routing difficulty described
earlier. Instead it may choose to route via a feasible
minimal path such as (1101,1001,0001,0000).The n+
tion of an unsafe node must be accompanied by the
following property.

Lemma 1 Consider an n-cube with a given set of
faulty nodes. If the safe set contains two disconnected
subsets, denoted as S A and S B , of safe nodes, there
ezist two nodes A E S A and B E SB such that
R ( A ,B ) = 2 .
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Proof: Consider a pair of nodes A E S A and B E SB
where H ( A , B ) is the smallest one among all such
pairs of nodes. Since S A and SB are disconnected,
H ( A , B ) > 1, i.e. A and B cannot be nearest neighbors. Assume that 1 = H ( A , B ) 3. There are 1
disjoint shortest, but not necessarily feasible, paths
from node A to node B . Ae node A is a safe node and
1 2 3, at least one of these I nearest neighbors is safe.,
i.e. there exists a safe neighbor, say A', of A such that
H(Al, B ) = 1 - 1. Since nodes A and A' are connected,
S A should contain node A' as well. However, this contradicts previous assumption that 1 = H(A, B ) is the
shortest distance between S A and S B . Hence we conclude that the minimum distance between two nodes,
0
one each in S A and S B , equals 2.

The structure of the safe set is very much dependent on the fault pattern existing in a hypercube. A
connected safe set in a hypercube does not necessarily
appear in form of a complete subcube. A faulty hypercube is said t o be filly unsafe if the corresponding
safe set is empty, i.e. every node in the hypercube is
either faulty or marked unsafe. Consider an n-cube in
which there are n faulty nodea such that these faults
happen to occur in the n neighbors around a nonfaulty
node. Without loss of generality, let us assume node
A, which has binary representation of its address bei
n - 1, is the
ing all seroes, i.e. ai = 0 for 0
aforementioned nonfaulty node. Obviously node A is
unsafe. If node B is of distance 2 from A, it has two
common neighbors with node A , and these neighbors
are both faulty. Hence node B is unsafe. In other
words, all the nodes that are of distance 2 from A are
unsafe. As t o those nodes that are of distance 3 from
A every one of them has three unsafe neighbors that
are of distance 2 from A, hence all of such nodes are
unsafe. Applying the above argument to other nodes
that are further from A one can easily conclude that
the *cube is fully unsafe.

>

< <

Theorem 2 For an n-cube with a given set of faulty
nodes, $the safe set not connected, it must be composed of ezactly two subsets of safe nodes, where each
of them ezactly forms a full ( n - 2)-dimensional subcube, and they are located in the opposite quarters.
Proof: Consider any two disconnected subsets S A and
SB of safe nodes. From lemma 1 there exist two nodes
A E S A and B E S B such that H(A, B) = 2. Assume
nodes A and B differ in dimensions i and j. Divide
the hypercube into four (n-a)-subcubes along dimensions i and j. Let us denote these four subcubes SQOo,
SQo1, SQ10, and SQ11 where the subscripts indicate
binary values of the Cth and j-th bits of the corresponding subcube. Nodes A and B must be in two
opposite subcubes; without loss of generality, assume
A is in SQoo and B in SQ11. Since S A and SB are
disconnected, neither of the two common neighbors of
A and B , denoted as A' and B', is safe. In addition,
A' and B' must be contained, separately, in the other
two ( n - 2)-subcubes. Assume A' is in SQlo and B'
is in SQol. Now consider a neighboring node A" of
A where A" differ from A in dimension k , k # i and
k # j. Then A" must be in SQoo. As node A is safe
and it already has two non-safe neighbors A' and B',
A" must be a safe node. Similarly the neighbor B"
of B along dimension k is in S Q l l and is safe. Note
that nodes A" and B" differ exactly in dimensions i
and j. By the same token, neither of the two common neighbors of A" and B", along dimensions a and
j, is safe. Apparently these two non-safe nodes are
contained in SQol and SQlo respectively. By repeatedly applying this argument, one can conclude that all
nodes in SQm and SQl1 are safe, whereas none of the
nodes in SQol and SQlo is safe. It also rules out the
possibility that a safe set can be composed of more
than two disconnected subsets.
0

Theorem 3 In an n-dimensional hypercube, if a nonfaulty node A has k , 2 k n, faulty neighbors, then
every node in the associated k-subcube, which includes
node A and its k faulty neighbors, is unsafe.

< <

Lemma 2 If an k-dimensional hypercube w fully unsafe, the following statement w always true:
Divide the k-cube into two ( k - 1)-subcubes, say SQo
and SQ1, along any dimension i , 0 i k - 1 . Now
construct another independent ( k - 1)-dimensional hypercube such that if either of the two neighboring nodes
across dimension i , one in each of SQo and SQ1, w
faulty, the corresponding node in the new ( k - 1)-cube
is also faulty. Then the new ( k - 1)-cube is itselffilly
unsafe.

< <

Proof: Denote the newly constructed ( k - 1)-cube Q.
Unsafe nodes in a hypercube can be classified into two
categories. Those unsafe nodes having two or more
faulty neighbors are called type 1. The rest of unsafe
nodes belong to type 2. Q can be visualised as overlapping SQo and SQ1 and marking a node faulty if either
of corresponding nodes in SQo and SQ1 is faulty. Now
compare Q with SQo. If a node is faulty in SQo, its
corresponding node in Q is faulty too. Consider an
unsafe node of type 1 in SQO. If the opposite node in
SQ1 is faulty, the corresponding node in Q is faulty.
Otherwise it must have two or more faulty neighbors
in SQo. Hence the corresponding node in Q is unsafe.
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Now assume IF01 = min(lFoI,IF1(). Construct another k-cube Q' in which the fault pattern is exactly
identical to that in SQo. Note that the number of
faults in Q' is no more than 151. Hence, if, instead,
the criterion used in [13] for labeling a nonfaulty node
unsafe is used in Q', Q' is not fully unsafe aa per our
proof in [SI. Because any pair of nodes X E FOand
Y E F1 has distance other than 2, there is no type-1
unsafe node in SQo, which is due to two faulty neighbors, one in FOand another in F1. As a result, the
unsafe nodes of type 1 in SQo must be identical to
those in 8'. Consider type-2 unsafe nodes in SQo.
According to our criteria, it takes one more unsafe or
faulty neighbor to mark a node type-2 unsafe in SQo
than it does in 9'. Therefore, if a node is labeled type2 unsafe in SQo, the corresponding node in Q' must
also be marked unsafe after each iteration of labeling.
In other words, if a node is safe in Q' the corresponding node must be safe in SQo. Since Q' is not fully
unsafe, the nodes in SQo cannot possibly be fully unsafe. However, this contradicts the assumption that
the (k 1)-cube is fully unsafe. Hence we prove the
lemma.
0

The same argument applies to a comparison between
Q and SQ1. Consequently, the set of faulty or type-1
unsafe nodes in Q contains the union of corresponding
sets of nodes in SQo and SQl. Note that all unsafe
nodes of type 2 are generated iteratively out of this
set of nodes. Consider an unsafe node X of type 2
in SQo, which is generated immediately as a result
of the set of faulty or type-1 unsafe nodes and whose
corresponding node in Q is neither faulty nor type-1
unsafe. The opposite node of X in SQ1 can be neither
faulty nor type-1 unsafe. X has at least three faulty
or type-1 unsafe neighbors in SQo, hence the corresponding node in Q must also be unsafe. This argument leads to the conclusion that the set of faulty or
unsafe nodes, regardless of the type, in Q after each
iteration will include the union of corresponding sets
of nodes in SQo and SQ1. Consequently, the newly
0
constructed (k - 1)-cube Q is fully unsafe.
Lemma 3 If an n-cube with n faulty nodes is f u l l y
unsafe, then any two of the n faulty nodes cannot be
nearest neighbors.

+

Proof: We prove by induction. For n = 3 it is easy to
see that the lemma is true. Assume the lemma is true
for n = k. We want to prove that it is also true for
n = k 1. By contradiction, let us assume the lemma
is untrue for n = k 1, i.e. there exists certain case
where two of the k 1 faults, say nodes A and B, in a
fully unsafe (k 1)-cube are nearest neighbors. Partition the (k 1)-cube, along the dimension in which
A and B differ, into two k-subcubes, called SQo and
SQ1, where A is in SQo and B is in SQ1. Let FOand
F1 represent the sets of faulty nodes in SQO and SQ1
respectively. Construct a new k-cube Q with respect
to SQo and SQ1 along with their fault pattern. According to lemma 2, Q is fully unsafe. Furthermore,
the number of faulty nodes in Q is less than or equal
to k as A and B would merge into one fault only. Observe that the distance between any two nodes in FO
cannot be 1, otherwise there would be a corresponding
pair of faulty nodes in Q that are nearest neighbors,
and this contradicts previous assumption for the case
of k. The same is true for nodes in F1. For any pair
of nodes X E FOand Y E F1, it must be true that
H(X,Y)# 2. This is due to the same reason that if
H(X,Y )= 2, the two faulty nodes in Q,which correspond to X and Y ,would be nearest neighbors, and
contradiction occurs. Next, the cardinalities of FOand
F1 can be characterized as follows:

+

+

+

Theorem 4 If the number of faulty nodes in an ncube U no greater than n - 1, then ihe n-cube cannot
become fully unsafe.

+
+

Proof: We prove by induction. For n = 3 it is easy
to see that the theorem is true. Assume the theorem
is true for n = k. We are t o prove it is also true
for n = k 1. By contradiction, let us assume that
the theorem is untrue for n = k 1, i.e. some fault
pattern with k faults can make the (k 1)-cube fully
unsafe. Partition the (k 1)-cube along an arbitrary
dimension into two k-subcubes, SQo and SQ1. The
notations FOand F1 are defined as in the previous
lemma. Note that neither FOnor F1 can be empty.
For any pair of nodes X E FOand Y E F1, X and Y
cannot be nearest neighbors, i.e. H(X,
Y )# 1, otherwise one can construct a fully unsafe k-cube with k - 1
faulty nodes, as X and Y would merge into one single
fault, and contradicts the case of n = k. In addition,
if H(X,Y)= 2, the two corresponding faulty nodes
in the aforementioned fully unsafe k-cube would be
nearest neighbors, and this violates lemma 3. In fact,
the foregoing arguments can be applied to any pair
of the k faulty nodes. Hence, we have H ( A , B ) 2 3
for any pair of faulty nodes A and B . Consequently,
there is no type-1 unsafe node generated, and hence
the (k 1)-cube cannot be fully unsafe. This contradicts previous assumption, and the theorem is proved.

+

+

+

+

0
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+

Theorem 4 provides a lower bound on the number
of faulty nodes for which a hypercube can become fully
unsafe as per our criteria. Although n faults can make
an n-cube fully unsafe, it only occurs in very limited
cases even when the size of the hypercube is small. In
fact, the chance that a hypercube would become fully
unsafe is rare even for the case of having more than n
faults.

111.3

Algorithm ROUTE
begin
1 := H(curr,dest);

if

Z=O)

6eliver the message to the local node;
for i = 1 to 1
if (neighbor of curr connected by link of
dimension di(curr,dest) is not in any of
FAULT, S-UNSAFE, or UNSAFE lists)
then begin
Route message via link 4(curr, dest);
exit;
end
for i = 1 to 1
if (neighbor of curr connected by link of
dimension 4(curr,dest) is in neither
FAULT nor S-UNSAFE lists)
then begin
Route message via link d;(curr, dest);
exit;
end
for i = 1 to 1
if (neighbor of cum connected by link of
dimension d;(curr, dest) is not in
FAULT list)
then begin
if (cum is strongly unsafe) or (I 5 2)
then begin
Route message via link
d;(curr,dest);
exit ;
end
end
fori= 1ton-1
if (neighbor of curr connected by link of
dimension si(curr,dest) is not in any of
FAULT, S-UNSAFE, or UNSAFE lists)
then begin
Route message via link si(curr,dest);
exit;
end
fori= 1 ton-1
if (neighbor of curr connected by link of
dimension s;(curr,dest) is in neither
FAULT nor S-UNSAFE lists)
then begin
Route message via link s;(curr,dest);
exit ;
end

Fault-Tolerant Routing Algorithm

We now use the state information of the nodes in
a hypercube to assist routing of messages. The fun-

damental idea is to avoid forwarding messages to an
unsafe intermediate node whenever possible to prevent potential pitfalls. The routing strategy is based
on knowledge of the states of nearest neighbors only.
The assurance of deadlock freeness is not considered
until later in section IV.
Before proceeding, we further classify the unsafe
nodes to facilitate the design of fault-tolerant routing algorithms. An unsafe node is said to be strongly
unsafe if none of its nearest neighbors is safe. Apparently, it is more difficult to find a "good" next node for
a message to traverse a t a strongly unsafe node. We
may refer to an unsafe but not strongly unsafe node
as an ordinarily unsafe node hereafter. Unless otherwise specified, an unsafe node would refer to either
a strongly unsafe or an ordinarily unsafe node. Consequently, a node can be in one of four states: safe,
ordinarily unsafe, strongly unsafe, and faulty.
Let curr denote the address of current node and
dest denote the address of destination node. To facilitate the description of algorithm we introduces the
following notations. Each node contains three lists,
namely FAULT, UNSAFE,and S-UNSAFE, which, respectively, maintain its faulty, ordinarily unsafe, and
strongly unsafe nearest neighbors. Let 4(curr,dest)
denote the dimension of the i-th smallest bit in which
curr and dest differ. Also, s;(curr,dest) denote the
dimension of the i-th smallest bit in which curr and
dest are identical. A routing algorithm ROUTE is
presented in figure 3. From theorem 1, there exists
at least a shortest feasible path of length equal to the
Hamming distance between a safe node and any nonfaulty node. Consider a safe source node sour. Initially we have curr = sour. If H(sour,dest) 2 3,
there exists at least one safe neighbor, which is on a
shortest path, to which ROUTE forwards the message.
Eventually the message will reach a safe node curr for
which H(curr,dest) = 2. As curr is safe, the two
nearest neighbors common with dest cannot be both
faulty. ROUTE selects one such node to forward the

Figure 3: Algorithm ROUTE for message routing in
a hypercube with unsafe labels.
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message; the message is then passed to dest in the last
hop. Obviously this path is of shortest length equaling
the Hamming distance between sour and dest, and it
exists as long as dest is nonfaulty. Now assume sour
is nonfaulty and dest is a safe node. Since dest is
safe, observe that H(sour, dest) 2 2 neighbors of sour
along dimensions in which sour and dest differ cannot
be all either faulty or strongly unsafe. This can be
argued as follows. From previous discussion, we know
that there exists a safe node curr on a minimum path
from dest to sour for which H(sour,curr) = 2. This
implies that at least one of the common neighbors
of curr and sour, which are also on some minimum
paths from sour to dest, must be neither faulty nor
strongly unsafe as strongly unsafe node cannot have a
safe neighbor. As a result, ROUTE, a t sour,can find
a nonfaulty next node which is not strongly unsafe
to forward a message. By repeating this argument,
a shortest path of length H(curr, d e s t ) is eventually
found as long as dest is a safe node. Hence we conclude that communication between a safe node and
any nonfaulty node can be achieved via a feasible minimal path of length equaling the Hamming distance
between source and destination nodes.

need the following theorem for further discussion.

Theorem 5 If an n-cube is not filly unsafe, then ewe r y strongly unsafe node had at l e a d one ordinarily
unsafe neighbor.
Proof: Assume A is a strongly unsafe node in such
hypercube. Suppose k , k 5 n - 1, neighbors of A are
faulty, and the other n - k , n - k 2 1, ones are nonsafe. h u m e all of the n - k non-safe neighbors are
strongly unsafe. Let Nf and N, represent the sets of
k faulty neighbors and n - k strongly unsafe neighbors
of A, respectively. Now examine any nonfaulty node
B which is of distance 2 from A. If the two common
neighbors between A and B are both in Nf,B must
be unsafe. If any one of these neighbors is in N,,B
is unsafe. Hence we show that all nonfaulty nodes of
distance 2 from A are either faulty or unsafe. This is
the same situation as the case in theorem 3 for k = n
after the first iteration, which then leads to a fully
unsafe hypercube. This contradicts our assumption in
0
the statement.
ROUTE forwards a message via a shortest path
whenever there is an ordinarily unsafe node, or
strongly unsafe one in case no Ordinarily unsafe ones
exist, on such path. If it truns out, in the worst case,
that all neighbors on shortest paths are faulty, then
choose the node across the smallest dimension that is
connected to an ordinarily unsafe neighbor. As shown
in theorem 5, such ordinarily unsafe node exists as long
as the hypercube is not fully unsafe. Referring back to
previous discussion of the ca8e where the source is an
ordinarily unsafe node, one can easily obtain that the
worst-case length of a path is four plus the Hamming
distance between a source and a destination. The following theorem draws the summary.

Consider the case in which sour is an ordinarily unsafe node and dest is non-safe. ROUTE forwards the
message toward dest via a nearest neighbor, which is
safe or ordinarily unsafe if there are no safe ones, on
a shortest path. ROUTE eventually leads to a feasible minimal path if it continues to find such neighbors. If neighbors on all shortest paths to dest are
either faulty or strongly unsafe at some intermediate
node curr, which apparently is not strongly unsafe
itself, ROUTE deroutes to a safe neighbor with smallest dimension if H(curr,dest) 3. As described in
the previous case, the message is routed via a shortest path hereafter. This increases the length by 2.
The derouting is taken to avoid possible routing difficulty, which may subsequently require backtracking
and longer path after entering a strongly unsafe node.
In case of H(curr,dest) = 2, if there exists a nonfaulty neighbor, whether strongly unsafe or not, on a
shortest path, ROUTE may use such node to forward
a message. If the two associated nearest neighbors
are both faulty, a deroute similar to the one described
earlier can be applied. Hence, for a message from an
ordinarily unsafe source node to any non-safe destina
tion, ROUTE establishes a path of length no greater
than two plus the Hamming distance between them.

>

Theorem 6 If an n-cube is not fully unsafe, then
ROUTE routes a message via a path of length no more
than the Hamming distance between the ~ourceand
destination plus four.

IV Deadlock-Freeness
Deadlock freeness is an essential and desirable p r o p
erty in an interconnection network. Since deadlock
freeness is not specifically taken into consideration
in previous routing algorithm, additional mechanisms
are required to maintain such property. To facilitate
following dicussion, we assume that the underlying
switching technique is wormhole routing with virtual
channels [7].
A well-known method to enforce deadlock freeness
in a resource sharing environment is t o assign a set of

Finally, consider the case where the source node is
strongly unsafe and the destination is non-safe. We
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Algorithm ROUTE-C
begin
1 := H(curr,dest);
Set v n c the incoming virtual network number;
if (currently u i n g uptransition channel)
call FORWARD(d"(curr, dest), dd(curr,dest));
else
call FORWARD(dd(curr, dest), dU(curr,dest));
if (the message has not been forwarded)
if (currently using uptransition channel)
call FORWARD(s"(curr, dest), sd(curr, dest));
else
call FORWARD(sd(curr,dest), s%(curr, dest));
end

priorities to shared resources and to restrict the usage of the resources in certain order. Note that the
length of a possible longest path determines the number of virtual channels a hypercube requires in order
to achieve a deadlock-free implementation of ROUTE
algorithm. The longest distance traversed by a message, using ROUTE algorithm, is bounded by n 4
in an *cube which is not fully unsafe. However, the
worst-case of n 4 cannot occur as described in [6].
Each physical channel can be divided into n + 3 virtual
channels numbered from 0 to n 2. The n 3 classes
of virtual channels are used in an increasing order in
an n-cube. A class-0 virtual channel is allocated for
the first hop in routing a message. The class of virtual
channel used for subsequent forwarding is incremented
by one for each hop. This implementation is obviously
deadlock-free for ROUTE algorithm.

+

+

+

+

Function FOR WARD(d i m J e t 1, d i m ~ e t 2 )
begin
if (3 a neighbor of curr along dimension
i E dimAet1 which is not in any of FAULT,
S-UNSAFE, and UNSAFE lists)
Route the message via (vn,i ) ;
exit;
if (3 a neighbor of curr along dimension
i E d i m ~ e t 2which is not in any of FAULT,
S-UNSAFE, and UNSAFE lists)
if (currently using down-transition channel)
v n t vn + 1;
Route the message via ( v n ,a);
exit;
if (3 a neighbor of curr along dimension
i E dim-setl which is in neither of
FAULT and S-UNSAFE lists)
Route the message via (on,i ) ;
exit;
if (3 a neighbor of curr along dimension
i Edim~et2
which is in neither of
FAULT and S-UNSAFE lists)
if (currently using down-transition channel)
if ( v n = O or 15 2)
v n t vn 1;
else exit;
Route the message via ( v n , ; ) ;
exit;
if (3 a neighbor of curr along dimension
i E dim-setl which is not in FAULT list) and
(curr is strongly unsafe or 15 2)
Route the message via ( v n , i ) ;
exit;
if (3 a neighbor of curr along dimension
i E dimdet2 which is not in FAULT list) and
(curr is strongly unsafe or 15 2)
if (currently using down-transition channel)
if(l 5 2)
v n t un + 1;
else exit;
Route the message via (vn,i ) ;
exit;
end

Constant-Number Resources
Previous deadlock-free implementation has the disadvantage that the number of required virtual channels is varying and is dependent on the size of hypercube. This makes a system difficult to scale up. In
the following, we present another routing algorithm in
which a physical channel consists only of a constant
number of virtual channels while the property of deadlock freeness is maintained.
Consider that each physical channel is divided into
five virtual channels. Virtual channels in a hypercube
are classified in five virtual networks, denoted as VN;,
0 5 i 5 4. Each virtual network contains a virtual
channel corresponding to each physical channel. A
virtual channel of uptransition (0 + 1) [5] is called
an up virtual channel Similarly we can define d o w n
virtual channels. Each V N i , 0 5 i 5 4, is further divided into two virtual subnetworks, denoted as VNio
and V N i , , which consist of up virtual channels and
down virtual channels within V N i respectively. In the
following, we route a message using up virtual subnetwork first and then switch to a down virtual subnetwork when no up virtual channels are available in
a virtual network. Within any subnetwork, messages
can be routed in an arbitrary order of dimensions.
In figure 4, we present another fault-tolerant routing algorithm called ROUTE-C. Let du(curr,dest)
and dd(curr, dest) denote the sets of up-transition and
down-transition dimensions in which curr and dest
differ. The notations su(curr, dest) and sd(curr,dest)
denote the sets of uptransition and down-transition
dimensions in which curr and dest are identical. Also,
(vn,i ) represents the virtual channel in virtual network VN,,, along dimension i. Consider that a mes-

+

Figure 4: Algorithm ROUTE-C which requires a constant of five virtual networks.
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sage is sent from a safe source node. Among the dimensions on shortest paths, there may be some up
transitions. The algorithm continues selecting a safe
node along such dimension, if it exists, to forward the
message using VNOOsubnetwork. It then switches to
route on VNol via safe nodes along down-transition
dimensions on shortest paths. There are at the most
four hops, two up-transition and two down-transition
ones, left before it has t o switch to VN10. Repeating
a similar argument, one can see that virtual network
V N , is available for at least two more hops. Finally
V N , is enough for forwarding the message to its destination. Hence a total of three virtual networks suffice
to route a message originating from a safe source via a
shortest path of length equal to the Hamming distance
between the source and the destination nodes.

higher priority over down-transition ones within a virtual network, dependence relationship of virtual channels between different virtual subnetworks is acyclic a8
well. From above arguments, we come to the following
conclusion.
Theorem 7 If an hypercube of any size w not fully
unsafe, five virtual networka sufice to guarantee deadlock freeness for ROUTE-C.
The requirement of constant virtual networks in
ROUTE-C is achieved at the expense that some messages, with small probability, may be routed via a path
longer than they should have been with ROUTE, when
source nodes of them are not safe nodes. In the case of
a safe source node, a shortest path of length equal to
the Hamming distance between source and destination
is guaranteed.

Now consider the situation where the source node
of a message is strongly unsafe. Virtual network V N o
is used first. If there are ordinarily unsafe nodes along
some dimensions on shortest paths, the algorithm selects one of them as next intermediate node. 0therwise it forwards the message to an strongly unsafe
node along a shortest path, with up-transition traversal having higher priority over down-transition one.
The above procedure is repeated until no virtual channel in VNo1 is eligible for routing (Vlvo, is obviously
not available by now). When either all shortest paths
are blocked due to node failures or V N o cannot be
used for further routing, the message is derouted to
an ordinarily unsafe node, which is guaranteed to exist according to theorem 5. In other words, we are restricted to consume at most one virtual network before
the message reaches an ordinarily unsafe intermediate
node. Once in an ordinarily unsafe node, a message
is routed to a safe node on a shortest path if it exists
regardless of the direction of transition. Otherwise it
traverses through ordinarily unsafe nodes via a shortest path in a similar fashion as described earlier for
the case where the source node is strongly unsafe. Basically, the algorithm may consume, at the most, one
more virtual network before it leads to a safe node. As
in previous case, a deroute may be necessary to take
the message to a safe node. At most three virtual
networks are required to reach the destination afterwards. Therefore, a total of five virtual networks suffice for ROUTE-C. Note that the dependence relationship of virtual channels within a virtual subnetwork is
loop-free as they are all of the same direction (either
all up-transition or all down-transition). Since virtual
channels can only be reserved in an increasing order
of network numbers and up-transition channels have

V

Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed a fault-tolerant routing
strategy which is based on the idea of unsafe nodes for
a faulty hypercube. A new set of criteria is presented
to identify unsafe nodes that may cause routing difficulty. Each node in a hypercube may then be in one
of four states. Algorithm ROUTE guarantees to route
a message via a feasible shortest path when either the
source or the destination of the message is a safe node.
In the case where the source of a message is ordinarily
unsafe, the message is guaranteed to reach its destination via a path whose length is no longer than two plus
the Hamming distance between the source and destination. In the worst case, ROUTE can always route
a message via a feasible path of length no more than
four plus the associated Hamming distance when the
source node is strongly unsafe. The last tworesults are
made under the assumption that the hypercube under
consideration is not fully unsafe. A sufficient condition for this assumption is that the number of faulty
nodes is no more than n - 1 for an n-cube. In fact,
it takes more faults to make a hypercube fully unsafe
in most of the cases. The issue of deadlock freeness is
also considered in this paper. Most importantly, we
proposed another routing algorithm ROUTE-C which
requires a constant of five virtual networks for a hypercube of any sise. This scheme makes a hypercube
system scalable.
Although broadcasting is not specifically addressed
in this paper, our strategy may be extended to handle such communication. More general communication such as multicast in a faulty hypercube will be
investigated in the future.
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